The Supplementary information contains:
. Example GC spectrum. Microreactor experiment at 150 °C, 8.3 bar, 2 min residence time, and 1.5% Pd. Table S1 . GC spectrum peaks in Figure S1 . Peak 
Model Details
Beginning with the full reaction scheme, several simplifications can be made based upon the pseudo-steady state assumption (PSSA). Firstly, as is discussed in the text, the reversible palladium poisoning by carbon monoxide can be lumped into an observed rate constant, kobs. Additionally, as the oxidative addition is significantly slower than the carbon monoxide association, PSSA can be assumed to eliminate this intermediate step from the rate laws. For simplicity in writing the rate expressions, all intermediates have been numbered 1 through 5.
This produces the reaction rates: Now, lumping the reaction rates at each bifurcation and using the selectivity terms modifies the equations to become: 
